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Inspiring future innovators

Our professional development programming:
Reinforces educationally sound, evidenced-based  
instructional methods

Engages participants in scientific inquiry and the engineering  
design process

Focuses on promoting creativity and innovation

Provides connections to classroom practice from the real world  
of inventing

What our professional development participants are saying:
I loved the hands on activities and how they connected to the theory! 
Bravo team!

What I found effective was the different types of activities that  
can be implemented in the student’s life, and the educational lessons  
they will learn from this summer program.

Hands-on activities gave me a better understanding of what to do with 
the students and what they will gain from it.

To learn more about bringing our professional development 
programs to your school district, please contact  
us at ProfDev@invent.org or by calling 800.968.4332.



Program Features  
and Benefits

Program Options
EMBEDDED IN LAB 

EXPERIENCE
STAND ALONE 
WORKSHOP

LAB EXPERIENCE  
+ WORKSHOP

365 SUPPORT  
+ WORKSHOP

NO WORKSHOP Workshops are half day, hands-on and interactive, with all 
materials provided. (minimum 25 participants)

Direct experience with faciliating a National Inventors 
Hall of Fame (NIHF) STEM enrichment program  

(Camp Invention, Invention Project, Club Invention  
or Invention Playground)

ü ü ü
Access to the NIHF instructional strategies embedded 
in the program curriculum that foster and promote an 
innovative and creativity-based classroom which are 

transferable to the school year environment
ü ü ü

Basic instructor training via online resources focused 
 on the NIHF approach to instruction on how to  
integrate STEM content with student-centered 

instructional strategies
ü ü ü

Quarterly newsletters via email to provide 
encouragement and helpful information to promote and 

maintain the transference of program experience ü ü ü
Formal introduction to the NIHF instructional pedagogy 
that focuses on creativity and critical thinking through 

real-world challenges ü ü ü
Opportunity to participate in a hands-on, interactive 
experience that will introduce them to the engineering 
design process in an innovative and creativity-based 

teaching and learning environment
ü ü ü

Educationally sound, evidenced-based instructional 
methods that support the development of critical thinkers 

and creative problem-solvers ü ü ü
Six key concepts necessary for innovative teaching 

and learning from the insightful wisdom of the National 
Inventors Hall of Fame Inductees ü ü ü

Opportunity to practice NIHF teaching strategies with 
an emphasis on STEM, collaboration, entrepreneurship, 

innovation and inspiration while gaining specific 
academic knowledge of the creative process

ü ü ü
Encouragement to formally reflect on current teaching 

strategies and how they would adapt to transfer the NIHF 
instructional pedagogy into the classroom to transform 

their learning environment
ü ü ü

Opportunity to have access to STEM curriculum during 
the school year that will reinforce the NIHF instructional 

strategies and philosophies ü

Follow-up communications from a NIHF representative  
for additional support throughout the year ü
Opportuntity to faciliate a Camp Invention  

program provided to the district at a discounted rate  
for 50 students ü

Opportunity to attend an extended learning event to be 
held regionally during summer break ü
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